HDB Presents LIVINGSPACE, Refreshed Visitors’ Gallery
LIVINGSPACE – HDB’s refreshed visitors’ gallery has re-opened its doors after a year-long renovation! The gallery
showcases HDB’s latest housing initiatives and bold planning ideas to provide affordable homes in a quality living
environment.
Capturing nearly six decades of Singapore’s housing journey, the revamped HDB gallery tells the HDB story through an
immersive, multi-media experience. Visitors can walk through distinctively themed spaces to discover how our towns
are planned and designed, and get up close and personal with the cutting-edge urban innovations and sustainability
solutions that have helped improve the living environment for our residents.
Some of the highlights include:
HomeScape
Experience the panoramic and picturesque vistas of HDB towns through a mega video installation at Level 1. For an
immersive viewing experience, step onto the skywalk and be greeted with spectacular views of the skyscapes and
landscapes of HDB towns.

Journey Space
Close to 60 years of Singapore’s public housing story are captured through an interactive video wall and photo
montage at Basement 1. This space also showcases an artillery shell casing from the gun salute at the funeral of
Singapore’s founding father, Mr Lee Kuan Yew, in 2015. This artillery shell was presented to public agencies which
were instrumental to the key policies initiated by Mr Lee.

Plan Space
Discover the strategies behind the planning of well-designed and sustainable HDB towns. Be captivated by a variety of
interesting interactive and tactile exhibits, such as digital maps, video shows, and 3D models.

Eco Space
Learn about the smart and sustainable features that create a more liveable environment in HDB towns. Get up close to
our latest urban innovations and sustainability solutions, such as floating wetland systems to intensify greenery, dual
bicycle racks to facilitate cycling, and the use of Prefabricated Prefinished Volumetric Construction (PPVC) to improve
productivity.

Create Space
Understand the key policies that have transformed our living conditions from slums to the vibrant and endearing
homes of today. Explore the wide range of housing options available that cater to Singaporeans’ different
budgets and life cycle needs.

Discover also how Toa Payoh town – Singapore’s first satellite town planned and built by HDB in the 1960s – has
been revitalised over and over again through various rejuvenation programmes to keep pace with the needs of
residents.

Share Space
Learn about our programmes and policies to promote cohesive communities in our towns, and relive fond
memories of your childhood at our iconic Dragon Playground.

Future Space
Step into the future and discover the upcoming plans for new housing estates at Punggol Point, Tengah and
Tampines North. Also, uncover the layers behind the planning of Tengah, our youngest HDB town.

LIVINGSPACE is located at HDB Hub Level 1, and is open from Monday to Saturday, 8:30am to 5:00pm.
Admission is free.
Scan the QR code for a virtual tour of LIVINGSPACE!

